Abstract: This is a continuation of our previous work [Opt. Express 16, 9155 (2008)]. In this paper we investigate the effect of nonuniform pumping on the modal properties of surface-emitting chirped circular grating lasers. By numerically solving the coupled-mode equations and matching the boundaries we compare and discuss the threshold pump levels and frequency detuning factors for three pumping profiles: uniform, Gaussian, and annular. Depending on the overlap of the pumping and modal profiles, Gaussian pumping results in the lowest threshold pump levels except for the fundamental mode of ring Bragg resonator laser, and annular pumping provides larger threshold discrimination between the fundamental and firstorder modes of circular DFB and ring Bragg resonator lasers, which is favorable for single-mode operation in these lasers. We also study the farfield patterns of the fundamental modes of circular DFB, disk-, and ringBragg resonator lasers. Circular DFB and ring Bragg resonator lasers have the first-order dominating peak, while disk Bragg resonator laser exhibits the zeroth-order dominating peak.
Introduction
Circular grating coupled surface emitting lasers are able to produce circularly-symmetric, large-emission-aperture, narrow-divergence laser beams, which makes them not only excellent light emitters with efficient coupling to optical fibers but also superior elements for on-chip 2D laser array integration for coherent beam combination. As shown in Fig. 1 , three configurations of such circular grating lasers have been extensively investigated: (a) Circular DFB lasers, in which the grating extends from the center to the exterior boundary x b . (b) Disk Bragg resonator lasers, in which a center disk is surrounded by a radial Bragg grating extending from x 0 to x b . (c) Ring Bragg resonator lasers, in which an annular defect is surrounded by inner and outer gratings on both sides. The inner grating extends from the center to x L while the outer from x R to x b . In these lasers, the gratings serve two purposes − providing feedback for the in-plane fields to form a radial resonator, and coupling the vertical laser radiation out of the plane as an output coupler. Detailed in [1] and [2] , the gratings have to be designed radially chirped in order to optimally interact with the optical fields since the eigenmodes of the wave equation in cylindrical coordinates, the Bessel functions, have nonperiodic zeros. In Part I of this series of papers [3] , we developed a unified theory for solving and comparing modal properties of the aforementioned types of surface-emitting chirped circular grating lasers. A comparative study concluded that disk Bragg resonator lasers are most useful in low-threshold, high-efficiency, ultracompact laser design, while ring Bragg resonator lasers are excellent candidates for high-efficiency, high-power, large-area lasers. These results clearly demonstrate the advantages of disk and ring types Bragg resonator lasers and point out their potential applications. For the purpose of analytical derivations, a uniform pumping profile -thus a uniform gain distribution -was assumed in the model. However, in practical experimental situations, the pumping profile is usually nonuniform, distributed either in a Gaussian shape in optical pumping [4, 5] or in an annular shape in electrical pumping [6] . The effects of nonuniform pumping profiles [7] [8] [9] and modal far-field patterns [10, 11] were studied previously only for circular DFB lasers. In this paper by solving the coupled-mode equations and matching boundaries in a numerical way we present a comprehensive study of the nonuniform pumping, especially the effects on the threshold pump levels and frequency detuning factors, for those three types of circular grating lasers. Then their far-field patterns will be calculated, compared, and discussed, which is followed by the conclusions.
Coupled-mode equations, boundary conditions, and numerical methods
The coupled-mode equations for the Hankel-phased circular gratings in active media were derived in [12] and [13] including the effect of resonant vertical radiation. By using the Green's function method, the contribution from vertical radiation is incorporated as a coefficient into the coupled in-plane wave equations, yielding a set of evolution equations for the amplitudes of the in-plane waves
In the above equations, A and B denote the amplitudes of the in-plane outgoing and incoming propagating cylindrical waves, respectively. The normalized radius x is defined as x=βρ. The normalized frequency detuning factor δ =(β design -β)/β represents the relative frequency shift from the optimal coupling design. The coefficients u and v are defined as u(x)=g(x)-h 1 , v=h 1 +ih 2 , where g(x) is the position-dependent net gain coefficient the shape of which follows that of the pumping profile. h 1 and h 2 are, respectively, the radiation-and feedback-coupling coefficients, the calculation of which involves the Fourier expansion coefficients of the grating profile. For no-grating regions, e.g., the center disk in disk Bragg resonator laser and the annular defect in ring Bragg resonator laser, h 1 and h 2 vanish. It should be noted that Eqs.
(1) implicitly include the effect of vertical radiation via h 1 , which is treated as a loss term in obtaining the modal threshold levels.
All the circular grating lasers including the three configurations shown in Fig As already discussed in [3] , boundary condition (iii) is equivalent to the continuities of both the in-plane electric field and its first derivative. . Identifying each minimum point in the contour map gives us the threshold g A and the detuning factor δ pertaining to a mode. However, the parameter g A can be arbitrarily defined at the beginning and thus the resulting threshold g A 's are not comparable for different gain distribution profiles. Moreover, experimentalists are more interested in quantities that can be observed or measured in practice. Assuming the net gain is locally proportional to the pump intensity, we may well define an extensive quantity
As a result, the pump level is related to g A for different pumping profiles shown in Fig. 2: (a) Uniform: 
Numerical results and discussions

Nonuniform pumping
To be consistent with Part I of this series of papers [3] , we still take the coupling coefficients h 1 =0.0072+0.0108i and h 2 =0.0601 of a quarter-duty-cycle Hankel-phased circular grating the structure of which is described in a previous work [12] . For all the circular DFB, disk-, and ring-Bragg resonator lasers, we assume a typical device size with an exterior boundary radius
The inner disk radius x 0 of the disk Bragg resonator laser is set to be x b /2=100. The annular defect of the ring Bragg resonator laser is assumed to be located at the middle x b /2 with its width being a wavelength of the cylindrical waves therein, so that
The parameter w p in the Gaussian pumping profile is assumed to be x b /2=100, while the parameters used in the annular pumping profile are x p =x b /2=100 and w p =x b /4=50. Introducing all these parameters into Eqs. (1), integrating the equations by Matlab ODE solvers, and then picking up the points satisfying the boundary conditions lead us to the modes of the circular DFB, disk-, and ring-Bragg resonator lasers with their threshold pump levels P th and detuning factors δ under different pumping profiles plotted in Fig. 3 . Comparison of the numerically solved modal threshold gains (g A ) with previous analytically solved values [3] in the uniform pumping case concludes that the relative error in the numerical mode solving is within 1%.
Some observations and conclusions are listed as follows: 1. The modal fields and detuning factors δ are almost unaffected by different pumping profiles since these are inherent properties for a given laser structure; 2. Gaussian pumping results in the lowest threshold pump levels except for the fundamental (defect) mode of ring Bragg resonator laser; 3. Annular pumping provides larger threshold discrimination between the fundamental (Mode 1) and first-order (Mode 2) modes of circular DFB and ring Bragg resonator lasers, which is favorable for single-mode operation in these lasers; 4. Disk Bragg resonator laser still possesses the lowest threshold pump levels among the three types of circular grating lasers [3] , while more impressively, Gaussian pumping for this type of laser is much more effective in reducing the threshold pump levels, making them ~3 times lower than those by uniform and annular pumpings.
The above conclusions 2−4 can be understood with fundamental laser physics. In any laser structure the overlap factor between the gain spatial distribution and that of the modal intensity is crucial and proportionate. In semiconductor lasers once the pump power is strong enough to induce the population inversion the medium starts to amplify light. The lasing threshold is determined by equating the modal loss with the modal gain, which is the exponential gain constant experienced by the laser mode. This modal gain is proportional to the overlap integral between the spatial distribution of the gain and that of the modal intensity. Therefore if one assumes that, to the first order, the gain is proportional to the excess pump power over the transparency, then the threshold pump level is inversely proportional to the above overlap integral (see, e.g., Sec. 11.3 of [14] ). This is just a reflection of the fact that the rate of simulated emission per electron and thus the gain are proportional to the modal intensity as seen by the electron (see, e.g., Sec. 8.3 of [14] ). Since the threshold pump levels also depend on specific choice of the pump shape parameters, such as w p and x p , the choice of the parameters for a given laser structure should be made such that the pump overlaps with the fundamental mode as much as possible and with the higher-order modes as little as possible. The parameters used in this work are not optimized but representative of decent choices. 
Far-field patterns
In the grating regions, the vertical radiation field is related to the in-plane field by Green's function method ( ) As expected, the different lobes correspond to different diffraction orders of the light from the circular emission aperture. For circular DFB and ring Bragg resonator lasers, they have most of the energy located in the first-order Fourier component thus their first-order diffraction peaks dominate, while for disk Bragg resonator laser, the zeroth-order peak dominates. These theoretical results are similar to previously published experimental data for circular DFB and DBR lasers [16, 17] .
Conclusions
Nonuniform pumping and far-field patterns of the surface-emitting chirped-grating circular DFB, disk-, and ring-Bragg resonator lasers have been studied. Their modal properties, especially threshold pump levels and frequency detuning factors, were compared under three pumping profiles − uniform, Gaussian, and annular. A larger overlap between the pumping profile and modal intensity distribution leads to a lower threshold pump level. The comparison concluded that Gaussian pumping results in the lowest threshold pump levels except for the fundamental mode of ring Bragg resonator laser, and annular pumping provides larger threshold discrimination between the fundamental and first-order modes of circular DFB and ring Bragg resonator lasers, which is favorable for single-mode operation in these lasers. The far-field patterns of the fundamental modes of circular DFB, disk-, and ring-Bragg resonator lasers were also acquired and analyzed. It was found that circular DFB and ring Bragg resonator lasers have the first-order dominating peak, while disk Bragg resonator laser has the zeroth-order dominating peak.
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